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bstract

Numbers are often proposed to be represented spatially as lying along a mental number line. The present study examined whether the direction
f spatial attention operates similarly in physical and numerical space. Participants bisected physical lines by indicating the perceived center and
bisected” the mental number line by estimating (without calculating) the number midway between two others. Healthy participants generally show
slight leftward bias (pseudoneglect) when bisecting physical lines. In the present study, pseudoneglect was also observed on mental number line
isection and, importantly, was greater for participants who showed stronger pseudoneglect on physical line bisection. This finding suggests that

emispheric asymmetries in spatial attention operate similarly in physical and numerical space. Furthermore, this bias increased with the average
f the numbers, consistent with the proposal that the spatial representation of the mental number line is nonlinearly compressive, with pairs of
umbers lying closer together as their magnitude increases.

2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduced

Numbers are often conceived as falling along a mental num-
er line. Dehaene (1997) and colleagues have proposed a model
f the mental number line with two main features: it is spatially
riented from left to right, at least for English and French speak-
rs (Dehaene, Bossini, & Giraux, 1993; Hubbard, Piazza, Pinel,

Dehaene, 2005), and it is compressive such that the space
etween pairs of numbers becomes smaller as numerical mag-
itude increases (Dehaene & Mehler, 1992; Piazza, Izard, Pinel,
eBihan, & Dehaene, 2004). The present study concerns both

spects of the number line. In particular, we investigate whether
ndividual differences in spatial attentional biases operate sim-
larly for physical lines as well as the mental number line; in
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ddition, we use such attentional biases to investigate whether
he mental number line is nonlinearly compressed.

.1. Spatial organization of number

Evidence for a spatial organization of the mental number line
omes from studies demonstrating an association between spa-
ial and numerical information, whereby small numbers (e.g., 1,
) are associated with the left side of space and larger numbers
e.g., 8, 9) with the right. Dehaene et al. (1993), for example,
ound that participants asked to make parity (odd/even) judg-
ents were faster to respond to small numbers with the left

and and to larger numbers with the right, the so-called SNARC
Spatial-Numerical Association of Response Codes) effect. Sim-
larly, Fischer, Castel, Dodd, and Pratt (2003) found that the
resentation of small numbers (centered on a screen) speeded

ubsequent detection of peripheral stimuli in the left visual field,
hile the central presentation of larger numbers speeded detec-

ion in the right visual field, suggesting that number processing
auses shifts in covert spatial attention.

mailto:m.longo@ucl.ac.uk
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2006.11.002
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Numerous studies of single-neurons in monkeys (e.g., Nieder,
reedman, & Miller, 2002), neurological patients (e.g., Dehaene

Cohen, 1997), and healthy humans using neuroimaging
e.g., Dehaene, Spelke, Stanescu, Pinel, & Tsivkin, 1999; Eger,
terzer, Russ, Giraud, & Kleinschmidt, 2003) and TMS (e.g.,
öbel, Calabria, Farnè, & Rossetti, 2006; Oliveri et al., 2004)
ave demonstrated that numerical tasks involve posterior pari-
tal areas known to be involved in space perception and spatial
ttention (for review, see Hubbard et al., 2005). Such findings
uggest that direction of attention along the mental number
ine may utilize the same mechanisms involved in the orient-
ng of spatial attention. Indeed, the orientation of attention in
ther such representational spaces (which one imagines, rather
han perceives) has been found to activate areas extensively
verlapping that involved in spatial attention (Nobre et al.,
004).

Several recent studies provide evidence that patients with
emispatial neglect show similar patterns of attentional bias in
umerical, as in physical, space (Priftis, Zorzi, Meneghello,
arenzi, & Umiltà, 2006; Vuilleumier, Ortigue, & Brugger,

004; Zorzi, Priftis, & Umiltà, 2002). One of the classic tests
f neglect is line bisection; patients with neglect typically bisect
ines (i.e., mark the perceived center) too far to the right. When
equired to “bisect” the mental number line, indicating (with-
ut calculating) the number midway between two others, these
atients display a similar “rightward” bias; that is, they respond
ith numbers systematically larger than the true midpoint, con-

istent with the left–right orientation of the mental number line
Zorzi et al., 2002). Importantly, such neglect is specific to
umerical processing in that it does not occur when patients
isect other types of ordinal sequences such as months and letters
Zorzi, Priftis, Meneghello, Marenzi, & Umiltà, 2006). Thus,
eglect appears both when bisecting physical lines and the men-
al number line, providing dramatic support for the spatial nature
f numerical representation.

While these studies have not found systematic bias on number
ine bisection in healthy control participants (or brain-damaged
atients without neglect), healthy adults have been shown to
emonstrate a slight leftward bias on standard line bisection
asks, a phenomenon known as pseudoneglect (see Jewell &

cCourt, 2000, for review). This bias likely occurs due to the
anner in which the parietal lobes of each hemisphere (par-

icularly in and around the intraparietal sulcus) direct attention
ontralaterally (Corbetta, Shulman, Miezin, & Petersen, 1995).
ine bisection (at least when conducted in near space) differ-
ntially activates the right parietal lobe (Fierro et al., 2000;
ink et al., 2000), biasing attention leftward and leading to
seudoneglect (Longo & Lourenco, 2006). Importantly, though,
onsistent individual differences in lateral bias on bisection tasks
ave been observed (McCourt, 2001), which likely result from
table individual differences in the relative arousal levels of the
wo hemispheres, termed characteristic arousal asymmetries
Kim, Levine, & Kertesz, 1990; Levy, Heller, Banich, & Burton,

983). The hemispheric asymmetry of electroencephalographic
EEG) activity reported by Morgan, McDonald, and MacDonald
1971), for example, showed a test–retest correlation of .888 (see
evy et al. for review).
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There are multiple explanations for the lack of pseudoneglect
emonstrated by control participants in the studies described
bove. Pseudoneglect has been found to decrease in older adults,
uch as the age-matched controls used in studies of neurolog-
cal patients (Jewell & McCourt, 2000). Another possibility is
hat small intervals between numbers (3 and 9) were employed,
otentially leading to a ceiling effect on performance. Indeed,
sing larger numbers (and larger intervals), Göbel et al. (2006)
ecently demonstrated a “leftward” bias (i.e., responding with
umbers that are smaller than the true midpoint value) for
umber bisection, interpreting this bias as pseudoneglect for
he mental number line. However, this study did not compare
ias on the number task to bias on the task with physical
ines. If the bias towards smaller numbers reflects pseudoneglect
f the mental number line, characteristic arousal asymmetries
ay lead to similar biases on both tasks. A recent study of

atients with neglect, however, reported a double-dissociation
etween neglect for physical lines and for the mental number
ine (Doricchi, Guariglia, Gasparini, & Tomaiuolo, 2005), sug-
esting that there may be important differences in the neural
epresentation of space and number. The present study inves-
igated the relation between bias on these two tasks in healthy
dults.

.2. Compression of the mental number line

It has been shown that numerical processing, as with basic
ensory modalities, obeys Weber’s law such that the discrim-
nability of two numbers decreases as the magnitude of the
umbers increases (e.g., Moyer & Landauer, 1967; Restle,
970), the so-called numerical size effect. Two main classes
f explanation for this effect have been proposed. Dehaene
nd colleagues (Dehaene & Mehler, 1992; Piazza et al., 2004)
rgue that the mental number line is logarithmically compres-
ive, such that as numbers get larger they lie closer to each
ther. On this account, discriminability decreases with increas-
ng numerical magnitude because the distance between numbers
ecomes subjectively smaller as their magnitude increases. In
ontrast, Gallistel and colleagues (Gallistel & Gelman, 1992;
allistel & Gelman, 2000) argue that number is represented lin-

arly, but becomes more variable as numerical size increases,
property known as scalar variability (Whalen, Gallistel, &
elman, 1999). On this account, numerical representation fol-

ows Weber’s law, not because larger numbers are subjectively
loser, but because their representations overlap more, making
hem less discriminable.

While recent studies of numerical scaling in both monkey
Nieder & Miller, 2003) and human (Piazza et al., 2004) brains
uggest a compressive encoding of number (at least for rel-
tively small numerical magnitudes), existing psychophysical
tudies in humans do not differentiate between these two theories
Dehaene, 2003). Number “bisection” tasks, however, provide

possible means to address this issue. On the compressive

ccount, a constant leftward attentional bias (pseudoneglect)
ver the mental number line should lead to a larger leftward
umerical bias (i.e., towards smaller numbers) as magnitude
ncreases, since larger numbers are subjectively closer together
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Fig. 1. The effects of bias on linear (top panel) and compressive (bottom panel)
number lines. Bias (i.e., pseudoneglect) is represented by the arrows. Note that
the length of the arrows is arbitrary and is not meant to indicate specific predic-
tions regarding the magnitude of pseudoneglect. On the linear number line, a
constant spatial bias has similar effects at different numerical magnitudes; that
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s, the right arrow leads to the same numerical bias as the left arrow. In contrast,
n the compressive number line, the effects of bias differ depending on the mag-
itude of the numbers; that is, the right arrow leads to a much larger numerical
ias than the left arrow.

see Fig. 1). On the linear account, in contrast, while the vari-
bility of responses may increase with numerical magnitude,
esponses would be expected to be symmetrically distributed
round the true (albeit biased) mean. As a result, while overall
rror may increase with numerical magnitude, directional bias
ould not be expected to change since positive and negative

rrors should cancel each other out. Thus, if the mental number
ine is linear, bias should be unrelated to numerical magnitude;
f compressive, bias should increase with numerical magnitude.

.3. The present study

The primary goal of the present study was to examine the
elation between direction of attention in physical and numeri-
al space. To this end, participants bisected both physical lines
nd mental number lines. If the biases observed in these tasks
eflect similar mechanisms, participants who are biased farther
o the left on physical line bisection should also show more
leftward” bias (i.e., towards smaller numbers) on mental num-
er line bisection. In this study, number pairs were presented
ith the smaller number either to the left (Experiments 1 and 2)
r right (Experiment 2) of the larger number. A secondary goal
f the present study was to investigate the spatial organization of
he mental number line, in particular, whether it is compressive
r linear. If compressive, the numerical magnitude of pseudone-
lect should increase as the numbers become larger; if linear,
ias should be independent of numerical magnitude.

. Methods

.1. Participants

Seventy-six students (42 females, 34 males) between the ages of 18 and 35
articipated in these experiments (44 in Experiment 1, 32 in Experiment 2).

.2. Procedure
.2.1. Experiment 1
In the first experiment, participants were presented with 80 lines and 80

umber pairs, in alternating blocks of 40 trials. Participants bisected lines by
aking a mark through the perceived center; lengths were randomly selected

etween 40 and 180 mm. Lines were staggered horizontally across the page so
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hat responses would not be determined by the above response. Number pairs
nd lines were printed on standard (8.5 in. × 11 in.) sheets of white paper, eight
er sheet in portrait orientation. Order of sheets was randomized, and order of
locks was counterbalanced across participants.

Participants “bisected” pairs of numbers by writing the number they esti-
ated to be midway between them. They were told not to explicitly compute

he answer, and to go as quickly as they could, using whichever number seemed
mmediately intuitive, but were not given an explicit time limit. Number pairs
ere centered on the page, the smaller number on the left, separated by a small
orizontal line (2.3 cm) on which the participants wrote their response; 80 pairs
f numbers between 11 and 99 were randomly selected. The smaller numbers
anged from 10 to 80 (M = 35.78, SD = 21.38), and the larger numbers ranged
rom 21 to 98 (M = 65.24, SD = 22.73); the difference between the two num-
ers ranged from 2 to 78 (M = 29.46, SD = 19.45). There was no correlation
etween the average of the numbers and the size of the interval between them,
(79) = .077.

.2.2. Experiment 2
In the second experiment, participants bisected 160 numbers pairs, half of

hich had the smaller number on the left, half the larger number. Order of trials
as randomized. As this experiment was designed to control for the spatial

elation between the smaller and larger numbers, there was no physical line
isection. Number pairs were selected as in Experiment 1, except that pairs with
ntervals of less than ten were excluded, due to ceiling effects in performance.
he smaller numbers ranged from 10 to 80 (M = 35.43, SD = 19.22), and the

arger numbers ranged from 24 to 99 (M = 71.64, SD = 19.44); the difference
etween the two numbers ranged from 11 to 87 (M = 36.22, SD = 19.22). There
as no correlation between the average of the numbers and the size of the interval
etween them, r(159) = .013.

. Results

.1. Relation between physical and number line bisection

Significant leftward biases (pseudoneglect) were observed
n Experiment 1 both for physical line bisection (.359 mm),
(43) = 1.74, p < .05 (one-tailed), and number line bisection
.541), t(43) = −5.31, p < .0001. On the number task, the over-
ll leftward bias is comparable to that (.49) observed by
öbel et al. (2006). Participants were divided into high and

ow pseudoneglect groups on the basis of a median split on
heir performance on the physical line bisection task. Signif-
cant leftward biases were observed on the number bisection
ask in both the high (−.740), t(21) = −5.18, p < .0001, and
ow (−.341), t(21) = −2.53, p < .02, pseudoneglect groups (see
ig. 2). This bias was significantly greater, however, in the high
seudoneglect group, t(42) = 2.87, p < .01. There was also a sig-
ificant correlation between bias in the two tasks, Spearman’s
(43) = .320, p < .05.

Significantly more than half of participants in Experiment
showed an overall leftward bias on number line bisection

38 of 44), p < .0001, binomial test, and on physical line bisec-
ion (28 of 44), p < .05, binomial test (one-tailed). Nevertheless,
ignificantly more participants showed an overall leftward bias
n number line, than on physical line, bisection, McNemar’s
2(1, N = 44) = 4.50, p < .05. Thus, while bias is significantly
orrelated between the two tasks, bias on number line bisection

ppears to be shifted leftward relative to physical line bisection.

In Experiment 1, the smaller number was always on the
eft, the larger on the right; this procedure may have primed
articipants to employ a left-to-right orientation of the mental
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Fig. 2. Bias on mental number line bisection in Experiment 1 for subjects who
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emonstrated more or less pseudoneglect (i.e., leftward bias) on physical line
isection, as determined by a median split. Participants in the high pseudoneglect
roup also showed more “leftward” bias when bisecting the mental number line.

umber line. Accordingly, in Experiment 2, we presented num-
er pairs counterbalancing whether the smaller or the larger
umber was on the left. Pseudoneglect was observed in both
ases, when the smaller (−.230), t(31) = −2.32, p < .05, and
he larger (−.564), t(31) = −4.38, p < .0001, numbers were on
he left (see Fig. 3). Indeed, while bias in the two conditions
as significantly correlated, r(31) = 0.573, p < .001, participants

ctually showed more pseudoneglect when the larger number
as on the left, t(31) = 3.07, p < .005.
Could the leftward bias observed in number line bisection

esult from particular kinds of arithmetic strategies participants
ight employ? That bias on number bisection correlates with

ias on physical line bisection argues against this claim; there

s no reason to think that spatial attentional biases would relate
ystematically to numerical estimation strategies likely to lead
o leftward bias. Nevertheless, it is worth considering an arith-

etic regularity that could, in principle, lead to a leftward bias

ig. 3. Bias in Experiment 2 as a function of whether the smaller or larger
umber was presented on the left on the mental number line bisection task.
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n number bisection, namely that responses might be centered
n the geometric, rather than the arithmetic mean of the two
umbers. Since the geometric mean is always smaller than the
rithmetic mean, responses centered around the geometric mean
ould be smaller than (i.e., to the left of) the arithmetic mean.
ould this account for the leftward bias in the present study?
esponses were actually significantly larger than the geomet-

ic mean in both Experiment 1 (2.93), t(43) = 26.43, p < .0001,
nd Experiment 2 (4.09), t(31) = 37.94, p < .0001. Comparing
hese values on each trial, this apparent rightward bias from the
eometric mean increased in direct proportion to the difference
etween the geometric and arithmetic means in both Experi-
ent 1, r(79) = .974, p < .0001, and Experiment 2, r(159) = .980,
< .0001, suggesting that responses were not systematically
iased towards the geometric mean.

.2. Effects of numerical magnitude

To examine effects of magnitude, the mean bias for each
umber pair was computed and related to the average of the two
umbers. There were significant negative correlations between
umerical magnitude and rightward bias for the mental number
ine in both Experiment 1, r(79) = −.296, p < .01, and Experi-

ent 2, r(159) = −.388, p < .0001 (see Fig. 4), suggesting that
suedoneglect increased with numerical magnitude. Because
bservations in the preceding analysis were not independent,
oming from the same participants, least-squares regression was
sed to examine how pseudoneglect changed when the numbers
ot larger. For each participant, rightward deviation as a per-
entage of number line length was regressed on the average
f the two numbers. The resulting regression slopes in Exper-
ment 1 were significantly negative (β = −.013), t(43) = −5.14,
< .0001, again indicating that the magnitude of pseudone-
lect increased as numbers got larger. Similar effects were
bserved in the second experiment, both when the smaller
β = −.030), t(31) = −4.12, p < .001, and the larger (β = −0.024),
(31) = −4.06, p < .001, number was on the left. This change in
ias with increasing numerical magnitude in Experiment 2 was
orrelated between conditions, r(31) = .740, p < .0001.

.3. Effects of numerical interval size

To examine effects of numerical interval size, the difference
etween the two numbers was computed for each number pair
nd related to mean error and bias for that pair. There were signif-
cant increases in overall error as the numerical interval size (i.e.,
ifference between two numbers) increased, both in Experiment
, r(79) = .924, p < .0001, and in Experiment 2, r(159) = .864,
< .0001. In contrast, directional bias did not appear to be
ffected by the size of the interval between the two numbers.

hile there was a significant correlation between interval size
nd bias in Experiment 1, r(79) = −.324, p < .01, indicating that
eftward bias increased with interval size, this effect appeared

o be an artifact of a ceiling effect on performance on trials
ith very small interval sizes. When the 19 trials with inter-
al size of 10 or less were removed, this effect disappeared,
(60) = −.107, ns. There was no relation between interval size
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Fig. 4. Bias in Experiment 1 (top panel) and Experiment 2 (bottom panel) as a
function of numerical magnitude, calculated as the mean of the two numbers.
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eftward bias for mental number line bisection increased with the magnitude of
he numbers, suggesting that the mental number line is nonlinearly compressed
see Fig. 1).

nd bias in Experiment 2, in which only intervals greater than
0 were used, r(159) = .134, ns.

An additional analysis examined the effects of line length on
hysical line bisection in Experiment 1. For each trial, mean
ias was computed and compared with line length; there was
marginally significant correlation between line length and

seudoneglect, r(79) = .191, p = .09. When bias was computed
s a proportion of line length, this correlation was eliminated,
(79) = −.003, ns. As with numerical “length”, there were no
ignificant effects of physical line length.

. Discussion

There are three main findings of the present study. First, the
ame leftward bias (pseudoneglect) found on standard physical

ine bisection tasks was also observed when participants bisected
he mental number line, consistent with recent findings of Göbel
t al. (2006). Second, individual differences in bisection were
elated between the two tasks; participants who showed stronger
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eftward bias when bisecting physical lines also showed more
ias when bisecting the mental number line. Third, numerical
ias increased with the magnitude of the numbers to be bisected.

.1. Spatial attention and the mental number line

That pseudoneglect was observed on a mental number line
isection task, and was related to bisection of physical lines
uggests that spatial attention is oriented along the mental num-
er line in a manner comparable to that on purely spatial tasks.
hese results generalize the findings of Zorzi et al. (2002) to
ealthy participants. While a recent study demonstrated that
hysical and number line bisection can be doubly-dissociated
n neglect patients (Doricchi et al., 2005), the present results
emonstrate a clear functional relationship between these two
asks in the healthy state. Indeed, Göbel et al. (2006) found that
TMS applied to the right (but not the left) posterior parietal
ortex reduced pseudoneglect for the mental number line, anal-
gous to the findings of Fierro et al. (2000) on physical lines.
hese results support the theory that direction of attention along

he mental number line is mediated by the same parietal mech-
nisms as direction of spatial attention (Hubbard et al., 2005).
urthermore, whereas prior studies of mental number line bisec-

ion (e.g., Göbel et al.; Rossetti et al., 2004; Zorzi et al.) presented
timuli auditorily, stimuli in the present study were presented
isually, as printed numerals, suggesting that these effects are
ot tied to any particular sensory modality. More generally, these
esults demonstrate that pseudoneglect, like hemispatial neglect
Bisiach & Luzzatti, 1978), can occur in representational spaces
even metaphorical ones like the number line).

The relation of bias on both physical and mental number
ine bisection suggests that characteristic hemispheric atten-
ional asymmetries (cf. Levy et al., 1983) operate similarly
n the two tasks. Nevertheless, significantly more participants
howed an overall leftward bias in number line, than physical
ine, bisection, consistent with the suggestion of Göbel et al.
2006) that mental number line bisection is a more sensitive test
f pseudoneglect. Thus, even though bias in these tasks is cor-
elated there are nevertheless differences between them, with
esponses biased farther leftward in number line bisection. This
attern suggests that number bisection may involve additional
ight parietal processing not involved in physical line bisection.
ndeed, numerical comparison has been found to activate regions
f the posterior parietal lobe more strongly in the right than the
eft hemisphere (Chochon, Cohen, van de Moortele, & Dehaene,
999; Dehaene, 1996; Le Clec’H et al., 2000). Similarly, Knops,
uerk, Sparing, Foltys, and Willmas (2006) argue for a holistic,
r approximate, representation of number in the right parietal
obe. Since the present task requires numerical estimation, it

ay involve such right parietal areas, potentially accounting for
he increased leftward bias observed on number bisection.

An important difference between number and physical line
isection is that it is possible to compute the correct answer in

he number line task, unlike physical line bisection. Thus, it is
ossible that, rather than simply estimating, participants were
ctually computing the mean of the pairs of numbers. As partic-
pants’ responses were not timed, there is no way to determine
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efinitively that they were not computing the answers. There is
eason, however, to think that participants were, indeed, approx-
mating rather than computing. First, if the network for exact
omputation were recruited in this task, a rightward – rather
han a leftward – bias may have been expected given that pre-
ise number representations for exact calculation show a left
ateralized pattern of activation (Dehaene et al., 1999). Second,
f participants were calculating answers, systematic bias would
ot be expected at all, nor would such substantial error, in a
roup of healthy university students. Furthermore, even if bias
ere to arise via calculation, it would not be expected to correlate
ith bias on physical line bisection. It is also worth noting that

ny individual differences in the extent to which responses were
omputed, rather than estimated, actually work against finding
orrelations between the two tasks.

In Experiment 2, the leftward bias was significantly greater
hen the larger number was on the left and the smaller on the

ight, than vice versa. Importantly, however, biases in the two
onditions were significantly correlated. This relation suggests
hat bias in the two conditions reflect a similar asymmetry in the
irection of lateral attention, with an additional leftward con-
tant being added when the larger number is on the right. What
ight cause the additional constant bias? Participants frequently

ommented on debriefing that the task was much harder when
he larger number was on the left. There is reason, however, to
hink that increased difficulty would not lead to increased bias.
rror (i.e., deviation from the correct answer) was strongly cor-

elated with interval size in both experiments, suggesting that
ifficulty increased with interval size. Nevertheless, bias (i.e.,
irectional deviation from the correct answer) was not signifi-
antly related to interval size (see below), suggesting that bias
oes not increase with increasing difficulty, and is thus unlikely
o account for the greater bias when the larger number was on
he left. We would suggest another possibility, also motivated
y participants’ comments on debriefing, that people may men-
ally shift the smaller number to the left of the larger one before
stimating the midpoint. This leftward mental movement may
rime attention to be directed farther leftwards, accounting for
he increased leftward bias in that condition. This interpretation
lso provides a possible explanation of the lack of any effect of
umber order in the studies of Zorzi et al. (2002) and Rossetti et
l. (2004), since those studies presented numbers auditorily so
hat the numbers had a sequential – but not a left/right – order.

Göbel et al. (2006) and Nuerk, Geppert, van Herten, and
illmes (2002), who employed a similar task using forced-

hoice bisection judgments, both reported an increase in reaction
ime as interval size increased, suggesting that it is more dif-
cult to bisect larger intervals. While reaction time was not
easured in the present study, overall error did increase as the

nterval size between the two numbers to be bisected increased
n both experiments, consistent with the interpretation that task
ifficulty increases with interval size. There were, however, no
pparent effects of interval size on directional bias, in contrast

o the findings of Göbel et al. and Zorzi et al. (2002). What

ight account for this difference? Both Göbel et al. and Zorzi et
l. used a small number of interval sizes (five and four, respec-
ively), which were held constant, whereas number pairs in the

s

i
t
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resent study were randomly selected meaning that interval size
aried freely. Göbel et al. found leftward biases at intervals of
6, 25, 36, and 49, but a rightward bias at interval size 64. This
hange, however, was not a generally linear rightward shift in
ias with increasing interval size; over the range from 16 to
9, no apparent rightward shift is apparent at all. Thus, it is
ot clear how best to characterize the effect of interval size
ound by Göbel et al., especially when making predictions about
tudies (such as the present one) in which interval size varies
idely.

.2. Compression of the mental number line

That the magnitude of pseudoneglect for the mental num-
er line increased as the magnitude of the numbers increased,
uggests that the mental number line may be nonlinearly com-
ressed. While linear models employing scalar variability would
redict that error on number bisection tasks may increase
ith numerical magnitude, only a compressive account predicts

ncreased bias. That is, on the compressive account, a constant
ttentional bias over the number line should result in larger
umerical bias as magnitude increases since numbers lie closer
ogether. This finding dovetails with recent studies of neural
uning curves for number, which are better described by com-
ressed than by linear scales (Nieder & Miller, 2003; Piazza et
l., 2004).

Are there alternate explanations of why bias would increase
ith numerical magnitude? While we have argued that only a

ompressive account would predict this pattern, another possi-
ility raised by a reviewer is that increasing overlap between
umeric representations as magnitude increases may contribute
o the increased bias with larger numbers. Both compressive
nd scalar variability models of the number line propose that
he representations of numbers should overlap more as numeri-
al magnitude increases. An increase in representational overlap
ight lead to an increase in bias if performance was simply more

ccurate with smaller numbers, which would have the effect of
runcating bias for smaller numbers, compared to larger num-
ers. While we cannot definitively rule out this possibility, two
ieces of data argue against such an interpretation. First, such
runcation of bias at small magnitudes should apply equally well
o neglect patients; those studied by Zorzi et al. (2002), however,
howed biases dramatically larger than those observed in the
resent study, even though the magnitude of numbers bisected
as even smaller than those used here. Second, if increased accu-

acy limits the expression of pseudoneglect at smaller numbers,
ias should increase as overall error increases; in contrast, error
but not bias – was strongly related to numerical interval size.
ossetti et al. (2004), furthermore, dissociated error rate from
ias; only the latter was improved in neglect patients following
rism adaptation. Such findings argue against the interpretation
hat the relation between bias and numerical magnitude is due
o the increased representational overlap of larger, compared to

maller, numbers.

Brannon et al. (2001) argued that the mental number line
s linear on the basis of findings they interpreted as evidence
hat pigeons could perform basic subtraction of small numbers.
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ven taking this interpretation at face value, there are several rea-
ons that might account for the apparent discrepancy between
heir findings and those of the present study. First, as Dehaene
2001) points out, subtraction can be implemented in many
ypes of systems, including those using compressive represen-
ations. Second, there may be qualitative differences between
vian and human numerical cognition. Third, recent findings
ave suggested that exact representation of small numbers relies
n different mechanisms than approximate representation of
arger numbers, the latter system representing the supposed men-
al number line (Feigenson, Dehaene, & Spelke, 2004a). Exact
omputation of small numbers, as in Brannon and colleagues’
tudy, therefore, might not utilize compressive representations
f number.

Recently, Verguts, Fias, and Stevens (2005) proposed a neu-
al network model of the mental number line which accounts
or the size effect in numerical comparison while maintain-
ng linear scaling and constant variability. When the network
as trained with numbers matching the observed frequencies

eported by Dehaene and Mehler (1992), the weights between
umber representations and outputs in a comparison task showed
ompression, accounting for the size effect, but the number
epresentations themselves were not compressed. While this
odel is not without critics (e.g., Feigenson, Dehaene, & Spelke,

004b), it is in seeming contradiction to the present inter-
retation of compressed scaling of the mental number line.
mportantly, however, Verguts et al. present their model specif-
cally as incorporating small numbers, up to 15, suggesting that
he properties of compressed scaling and scalar variance may
old for larger numbers, such as those used in the present study.
hus, the present interpretation of compression in numbers rang-

ng from 11 to 99 is not directly in contradiction of Verguts and
olleagues’ model. Given this, their model also provides a poten-
ial explanation for why Zorzi et al. (2002), who used smaller
umbers than the present study, found no significant effect of
umerical magnitude on bias.

In conclusion, the same leftward bias observed in purely
patial bisection tasks was observed for mental number line
isection and, importantly, was greater for participants who
howed a greater bias on physical line bisection, suggesting that
imilar characteristic hemispheric asymmetries in the direction
f spatial attention operate in physical and numerical space. Fur-
hermore, this bias increased with the magnitude of the numbers,
uggesting that the mental number line is nonlinearly com-
ressed. Thus, the representation of number, a prototypically
bstract cognitive achievement, appears to be grounded in more
asic perceptual and cognitive mechanisms.
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